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TOPTHERM CLEAN CAL 
TO REMOVE AND PREVENT INCRUSTATIONS CAUSED BY CALCIUM SALTS. NON-ACID PRODUCT 
WITH ANTI-NOISE EFFECT.  
 
Description 
TOPTHERM CLEAN CAL is a neutral pH product which avoids incrustation due to hard water and 
removes pre-existent carbonate calcium deposits (if not caused by significant leaks). Its preventive 
action is particularly important in high hardness water. 
 

 Compatible with all metals, including aluminium. 

 Compatible with all plastic materials. 

 Non-acid and non-corrosive product (neutral pH). 

 Reduces boiler noise and energy waste. 

 Re-establishes the correct heat exchange. 
 
How to use 
Add TOPTHERM CLEAN CAL to the system from whatever part of it using INJET vessel. Before 
administration, ensure that the water does not contain other chemicals. 
Recommended usage: 0,5 kg every 100 litres of water, both when refilling as prevention and when 
needed to remove deposits. Removal procedure could take from few days to some weeks, 
depending on the problem to solve. Lower concentrations do not yield satisfactory results. Any 
higher concentration do not cause problems. 
TOPTHERM CLEAN CAL could be left inside the system, it does not need to be drained and it is 
compatible with all TOPTHERM product range. 
 
Physical and chemical properties: 
Aspect:                colourless – pale yellow liquid 
pH:                       about 7,5 
 
Environmental and safety information 
TOPTHERM CLEAN CAL has neutral pH and is not classified as hazardous substance. Do not mix 
with other chemicals. Do not allow the product to reach potable waters. Do not ingest. Do not 
dispose of waste through the environment. For more details about a safe manipulation and 
storage of the products, refer to TOPTHERM CLEAN CAL MSDS. 
 
Available package 
0,5 and 1 kg bottles –2 and 5 kg cans 
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